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Wednesday, July 18, 2018 

Why Are Interest Rates So Low? 

 
Late last year, in my Predictions for 2018, I thought the main theme for the year would be "waiting 
for GDP." Policy changes in the previous year had set the stage for much stronger growth, higher 
interest rates, and a stronger dollar, but I thought the market would be skeptical until clear signs of 
stronger growth emerged. While there is still every reason to believe economic growth is 
accelerating, the evidence of a new economic boom is still not yet conclusive. The economy is 
improving on the margin, but budding tariff wars are dampening enthusiasm and keeping risk 
aversion alive. 
 
Interest rates have moved higher over the course of this year: 5-year real yields on TIPS have 
increased from 0.3% to 0.7%, and 10-year Treasury yields have risen from 2.3% to almost 2.9%, 
paced by a 0.5% boost to the Fed's short-term interest rate target. That is small potatoes in the 
great scheme of things.  
 
Both the bond market and the Fed have priced in somewhat stronger growth, but these moves are 
still modest compared to what one would expect from a solid package of supply-side tax cuts and 
reduced regulatory burdens such as we saw enacted last year. These things take time, to be sure, 
and we are still in the early innings. Meanwhile, the risk of tariff wars is driving demand for hedges, 
and Treasuries are the market's favorite port when economic storms threaten. Consequently, 
interest rates arguably are still depressed relative to where they should be in a robust growth 
environment. 
 
Last December, I cautioned that higher interest rates would not be well-received, and a month 
later the equity market shed over 10% of its value in a few days. More recently, nerves have been 
tested as USA-China trade relations deteriorate and reciprocal tariff hikes are announced.  
 
In December, I thought that further gains in equity prices would not come from higher earnings 
multiples but rather from rising earnings; so far, the PE ratio of the S&P 500 has fallen from 21.7 to 
21.3, and earnings per share (based on trailing 12-month reported earnings) have increased only 
modestly, from 123.2 to 132.1. Earnings are going to have to continue improving if equities are to 
march still higher, and that is all part and parcel of a ratcheting up of economic growth that is 
likely underway but still not yet obvious. 
 
In the meantime, as we await news of unusually strong economic activity, a stronger dollar has 
accompanied weaker commodity and gold prices, and all have conspired to squeeze emerging 
market economies, much as I feared. But the dollar is only moderately strong, commodity prices 
are still quite strong, and the Fed has yet to tighten monetary policy, so the pressure on emerging 
market economies is nowhere near what it was in the late 1990s and early 2000s. I think we will see 
emerging markets begin to recover, especially as—and if—evidence of a stronger U.S. economy 
emerges. 
 

http://scottgrannis.blogspot.com/2017/12/predictions-for-2018.html
http://scottgrannis.blogspot.com/2018/06/the-fed-hasnt-yet-begun-to-tighten.html
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Chart #1 
 
Chart #1, below, demonstrates that real yields tend to track the real growth rate of the economy. 
Currently, real yields on 5-year TIPS (the best market-based proxy for short-term real yields I know 
of) are consistent with economic growth of about 2.5% per year. This happens to be only slightly 
higher than the 2.2% annualized growth the economy has registered since mid-2009, when the 
current business cycle expansion began. If the market (and the Fed) were convinced that real 
growth would be 4% or better, we would very likely see real yields on TIPS trading in the range of 
3% or so. 
 

 
 
Chart #2 
 
<Commentary on Chart 2 is on the next page.> 
 

 

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-HKzje_K9wxg/W0-DFwuGAII/AAAAAAAAYDM/utmV0yaPPKckB-H0pqP9tzO7zbOzF2JJACLcBGAs/s1600/5-yr%2BTIPS%2Bvs%2B2-yr%2BGDP%2B2.jpg
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-oTk_RNVqLbA/W05ZGfYaRiI/AAAAAAAAYCI/om6rgXMIysEQfqqn_mNlXYIOx6SR-F9BACLcBGAs/s1600/5-yr%2Breal%2Bvs%2Breal%2BFFs.jpg
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Chart #2 demonstrates the link between market-based real yields on 5-year TIPS, and the ex-post 
real yield on the Fed's target funds rate. The real funds rate is the Fed's true target, since that is 
the best measure of borrowing costs. Note that the real funds rate has been zero or less for the 
past decade, and it has not increased much, if any, for almost a year. The red line, the real yield 
on 5-year TIPS, is essentially the market's expectation for what the blue line will average over the 
next 5 years. The market is not expecting the Fed to do much in the way of tightening, but it is 
definitely pricing in somewhat tighter policy for the foreseeable future. 
 
Chart #2 is also a good way to look at the shape of the real yield curve, which is arguably more 
important than the shape of the nominal curve, which has been flattening for the past several years 
(the 2-10 spread is now down to about 25 bps). What we see in Chart #2 is that the real yield curve 
has been steepening over the past year—expectations of future real rates have risen relative to 
current real rates. Taken together, the shape of the real and nominal yield curves tells us not that 
the economy is being squeezed, but rather that neither the market nor the Fed is very enthusiastic 
about the idea of a stronger economy.  
 
 
Chart #3 
 
Chart #3, below, shows that nominal Treasury yields have been unusually low relative to the 
prevailing rate of inflation for the past seven years. Only in the past year have nominal yields begun 
to catch back up to inflation—and they are still relatively low. The fact that the bond market has 
been willing to accept only paltry real yields for so long is a function, I believe, of a relatively 
strong degree of risk aversion and a lack of enthusiasm for real growth prospects. Markets have 
been willing to accept minimal returns in exchange for the safety of Treasuries. In a stronger 
growth environment, this would not be the case. If inflation holds around 2% and the economy picks 
up convincingly, I would expect 5-year Treasury yields to rise to 4% or more. 
 

 
 
 
<continued> 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-iTq9Ta2BcEw/W000oditsiI/AAAAAAAAYBE/qN9YUpX_GlQrnjXlLGItbEgHcUADpXC-ACLcBGAs/s1600/5-yr%2Bvs%2BCore%2BCPI.jpg
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Chart #4 
 
Chart #4 compares the ISM manufacturing survey to quarterly real GDP growth. If there is any one 
chart that makes the case for a significant pickup in growth, this is it. Based on past experience, 
the current ISM reading suggests second quarter growth could be well in excess of the 4% that is 
currently expected. But that tells us nothing about the long-term outlook for growth. The second 
quarter GDP release is almost certain to be strong, but doubts still linger about later quarters. 
 

 
 
Chart #5 
 
Chart #5 shows the growth rate of private sector jobs. Much has been made of recent "strong" jobs 
reports, but the truth is that the growth of jobs remains rather mild compared to recent years. The 
best that can be said is that the growth of jobs over the past 6 to 12 months has increased from 
1.6% several months ago to now about 2%. With these kinds of numbers, strong-growth skepticism is 
warranted. In order to get 4% or better GDP growth, we are going to need a big increase in 
productivity, and that, in turn, is going to require lots of new investment. I think we will see it, but 
we cannot find the evidence yet.  
 

 

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-beBf4tRG9MQ/W001vnTpVXI/AAAAAAAAYBY/xafhpBc2JIw_J1j6tVb8mNR4iRm593bDACLcBGAs/s1600/NAPM%2Bvs%2BGDP.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-l1t_uVmSNRU/W0-A92ECNjI/AAAAAAAAYCU/JGOzXoz_h5kArUcFIXZFm73ksR3qF1xMACLcBGAs/s1600/Private%2BSector%2BJobs%2BGrowth.jpg
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Chart #6 
 

 
 
Today's release of June housing starts was disappointing (+1273K vs +1320K), but as Chart #6 shows, 
starts can be very volatile from month to month. Strong sentiment readings from builders suggests 
we have not yet seen the peak in housing construction, but for the time being housing is not going 
gangbusters. 
 
Chart #7 
 
Architecture billings have been in positive (increasing) territory for quite some time now, and that 
points to increased construction spending for the next 9-12 months, according to the AIA. But 
compared to past cycles, it is hard to see anything like a boom underway. 
 

 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-gjh3D7kiXno/W0-BJ2IQFzI/AAAAAAAAYCY/6dsh5h1JKK4WaciA-7JnaLwV9BC_kjbOQCLcBGAs/s1600/Housing%2BStarts.jpg
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-GuIc1VwgQ6o/W0-BSGreHVI/AAAAAAAAYCg/NPlL7NFWIH8E4CJjooTfmiZrJr1eIs5DQCLcBGAs/s1600/Arch%2Bbillings.jpg
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Chart #8 
 
Chart #8 compares industrial production in the U.S.A. to that of the Eurozone. Production is rising, 
but not by much compared to prior peaks. 
 

 
 
 
Chart #9 
 
If conditions in the USA were booming, not only would you expect to see much higher interest rates, 
you would also expect to see a very strong dollar. However, as Chart #9 shows, the dollar today is 
only modestly higher than its long-term average vis-a-vis other currencies. 
 

 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-TEup642qgxs/W0-BhAZF30I/AAAAAAAAYCo/xmFEcC3ldsghOYS3_f3FZiViDhMU2lQEgCLcBGAs/s1600/Global%2BInd%2BProduction.jpg
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-PLgaoExBm60/W003GFdY9GI/AAAAAAAAYBk/7yaH-tQizJsKGAl4RTwM50EVk1BOzAMuQCLcBGAs/s1600/Real%2BBroad%2BDollar%2BIndex.jpg
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-PLgaoExBm60/W003GFdY9GI/AAAAAAAAYBk/7yaH-tQizJsKGAl4RTwM50EVk1BOzAMuQCLcBGAs/s1600/Real%2BBroad%2BDollar%2BIndex.jpg
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-PLgaoExBm60/W003GFdY9GI/AAAAAAAAYBk/7yaH-tQizJsKGAl4RTwM50EVk1BOzAMuQCLcBGAs/s1600/Real%2BBroad%2BDollar%2BIndex.jpg
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Chart #10 
 
In past cycles, a strong dollar has tended to correspond to weak commodity prices (note that the 
dollar is plotted on an inverted scale in Chart #10 below) and vice versa. But: although the dollar 
today is a lot stronger than it was 5 years ago, commodity prices are roughly unchanged compared 
to 2013. That is good news for emerging market economies, since they are particularly sensitive to 
commodity prices. They are also sensitive to competing returns in the U.S.A. and other developed 
economies. Despite the relative strong dollar, it remains the case that real returns in developed 
economies are still unusually low, and commodity prices are still historically high. So, recent 
concerns about emerging market economies are likely overblown. Look for some recovery from 
recently-depressed levels. 
 

 
 
 
Chart #11 
 
<Commentary on Chart 11 is on the next page.> 
 

 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-aJXhLEXEdn8/W0-CA1xgXsI/AAAAAAAAYC4/mSF_OHpvZVUGodIRleuwPZtjV6ecWk8rgCLcBGAs/s1600/Dollar%2Bvs%2BCRB%2BMETL.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-IUFCIoGMiOw/W0030xb5ZJI/AAAAAAAAYBw/WmV1k2YzTV0F8YctKFnQk06PaQp7NS0ZwCLcBGAs/s1600/China%2Btrade.jpg
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In the final analysis, the biggest concern these days is the potential fallout from escalating tariff 
wars. To give Trump the benefit of the doubt—which not many are willing to do these days—his 
ultimate objective is to lower all tariff and non-tariff barriers, and he believes this can be 
accomplished only by a demonstrated willingness to do the opposite: Trump is playing a game of 
"tariff chicken."  
 
Chart #11 shows facts that he arguably believes bolster his strategy. In the past 12 months, the USA 
has imported about $525 billion of Chinese goods while, at the same time, exporting to China only 
$135 billion. China is selling almost four times more "stuff" to us than we are selling to them. So, 
the thinking goes, if both countries jack up tariff rates to prohibitive levels, the Chinese have much 
more to lose than we do, particularly since our economy is still half again as big as China's. At some 
point, the Chinese will wave the white flag, we will all agree to reduce or eliminate tariffs and 
intellectual property right theft, and sweetness and light will return to international trade 
relations. 
 
We cannot rule out a successful end to today's tariff wars, but neither can we be confident that 
they will inexorably lead to a repeat of the Smoot-Hawley tariff wars which, in turn, led to the 
Great Recession.  
 
I continue to believe that tariffs are so universally understood to be bad and even stupid that 
eventually our leaders will do the right thing and make trade freer and fairer. Why bet against what 
would be a win-win for all parties? (Zero tariffs are an economist's dream, since by facilitating free 
trade they would be a boon to all countries.) So, I remain optimistic, but there is ample reason for 
many to remain cautious and concerned. 
 
And that is another reason why interest rates remain so low and the U.S. economy appears to be 
reluctant to take off for points north of 4%.  
  
 
 
 
 

BW: See ABOUT THE AUTHOR on the following page. 
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